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IntSights for Zscaler

Cyber Intelligence for Proactive Threat Blocking

IntSights and Zscaler have partnered to combine tailored 
threat intelligence from the clear, deep, and dark web with 
next-gen cloud security solutions. This powerful integration of 
cybersecurity technologies gives enterprises the protection they 
need to proactively detect, prioritize, and block emerging threats 
before they become attacks that disrupt business operations, 
compromise networks, and damage brand reputation.

Integration Overview: How It Works

IntSights delivers tailored intelligence to the Zscaler Cloud 
Platform about suspicious domains, IP addresses, and URLs 
associated with your digital assets. IntSights finds registered 
domains reflecting permutations of your corporate domains 
(i.e., amazom.com or coca-colla.com) that may be leveraged 
for spoofing campaigns aimed at employees and customers via 
targeted phishing attacks. Relevant threat indicators discovered, 
validated, and prioritized by IntSights are automatically pushed 
to Zscaler for consumption, proactive blocking, and blacklisting, 
creating a seamless integration that ensures continuous 
enforcement of security policies and protection for users 
whether on or off the corporate network.

Through some simple configuration, these tailored IOCs can 
be fed into Zscaler to protect your enterprise against these 
targeted attacks.

INTEGRATION BENEFITS
• Cloud security powered by tailored 

threat intelligence

• Broad visibility into cybercrime 
ecosystem

• Continuous protection for enterprise 
users and devices on or off network

• Automated blocking of external 
threats

• Early detection and proactive 
mitigation of targeted attacks

• Actionable alerts and prioritized 
remediation strategies

• Real-time threat investigation and 
management

• Focused digital risk protection

• Reduced enterprise cyber risk
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IntSights Cyber Intelligence
IntSights fuels proactive cyber defense strategy by transforming external threat reconnaissance into 
automated security action. IntSights continuously scours the clear, deep, and dark web to identify 
emerging risks, correlates millions of threat data points, and delivers contextual insights about specific 
threats to your organization.
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IntSights Threat Intelligence Platform

Features and Capabilities

• Aggregates and analyzes millions of external 
interactions and suspicious threat indicators 
potentially targeting your brand, digital assets, 
employees, and customers

• Continuously monitors and updates enterprise 
digital footprint and external risk profile

• Automates threat blocking by enriching and 
pushing IOCs and suspicious IPs, domains, hashes, 
and apps to cloud and endpoint security platforms

• Correlates tailored threat intelligence with cloud 
and endpoint security data for customized  
high-priority alerts and real-time focused protection
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About Zscaler 
Zscaler is revolutionizing internet security with the industry’s first security-as-a- service platform, used by more than 5,000 leading 
organizations, including 50 of the Fortune 500. Zscaler is a Gartner Magic Quadrant leader for Secure Web Gateways and delivers a safe 
and productive internet experience for every user, from any device, and from any location — 100% in the cloud. Zscaler delivers unified, 
carrier-grade internet security, next-generation firewall, web security, sandboxing/advanced persistent threat (APT) protection, data loss 
prevention, SSL inspection, traffic shaping, policy management, and threat intelligence — all without the need for on-premises hardware, 
appliances, or software. Visit us on the web at www.zscaler.com.

About IntSights 
IntSights is revolutionizing cybersecurity operations with the industry’s only all-in-one external threat protection platform designed to 
neutralize cyberattacks outside the wire. Our unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities enable continuous monitoring of an enterprise’s 
external digital profile across the clear, deep, and dark web to identify emerging threats and orchestrate proactive response. Tailored 
threat intelligence that seamlessly integrates with security infrastructure for dynamic defense has made IntSights one of the fastest-
growing cybersecurity companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Amsterdam, Boston, Singapore, Tokyo, New York, Dallas, and Tel 
Aviv. To learn more, visit: www.intsights.com.

Zscaler Internet Access™ (ZIA™)
As applications continue to move to the cloud, 
and users increasingly work remotely, the 
internet has become the new corporate network. 
Zscaler delivers a cloud-native security platform 
that ensures fast, secure, and reliable direct 
access to internet applications for all users and 
devices, regardless of location.

Features and Capabilities

• Eliminates need for on-premise security appliances

• Ensures consistent visibility and protection for users 
and devices on or off network

• Supports direct-to-internet and application-centric 
security model governed by business policies

• 100% visibility of traffic including SSL

Adv. Protection

Cloud Sandbox

Antivirus

DNS Security

• GLOBAL POLICY ENGINE
• REAL-TIME ANALYTICS

ID Provider

SIEM Logging

Secure Internet and Web Gateway as a service
Zscaler Internet Access delivers a completely integrated gateway 
that inspects all ports and protocols, even across SSL.

Just point your traffic to the Zscaler cloud. For offices, you can set 
up a tunnel from your edge router. For mobile, you can use Zscaler 
Client Connector (formerly Zscaler App) or a PAC file.

THREAT PREVENTION DATA PROTECTIONACCESS CONTROL

Cloud Firewall

URL Filtering

Bandwidth Control

DNS Filtering

Data Loss Prevention

Cloud Apps (CASB)

File Type Control

HQ/IoT Data Center

GRE/IPsec

Zscaler Client 
Connector
or PAC File

Default route to Internet
Block the bad, protect the good


